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North East Frontier Technical University (NEFTU) has been established as a State
Private University under the Arunachal Pradesh Act No. 11 of 2014. Sponsored by the
Automobile Society India, this University has launched many vocational and job oriented
programmes.
NEFTU – a Center of diverse and creative education; brings their students with world
class of study environment and top experienced faculties. Being offering education under
the rigid and competitive corporate behavior NEFTU managed to hold up with worthy
research programs and other explorative degree courses. NEFTU being as a segment of
quality of higher education offers a wide range of degree programs at different levels of
graduation, post graduation and doctorate. The university with an expertise team of
faculties provides a unique platform for diverse and creative education. On being
accredited by State Government and UGC Act 1956, the NEFTU is well versed to facilitate
the students with quality education and higher study programs of international standard.
It has been the constant aim of NEFTU to incorporate features of excellence in its campus.
Every effort is made to improve the existing best practices in these fields. The
management and staff at NEFTU take great care to ensure that the university serves as
an exemplary role model for other educational institutions across the country.
NEFTU has not only accommodated these features of excellence, but it has also added
value to them by matching them with the expectations of the resident student community
and the staff. NEFTU position of excellence among educational institutions in India is
primarily because of these unique features. With a focus on multidisciplinary research and
education and a learning model that emphasizes active learning, NEFTU aspires to be
globally known for innovation at the intersection of disciplines. NEFTU’s bold vision
builds upon over a decade of excellence in Institutions in engineering and business
education. The climate at NEFTU is awesome and refreshing because of its location.
Which is at very high elevation in the Upper Himalaya close to the Tibetan border. The
university invites you to visit our campus and inquire about the programs and activities
that interest you. The Automobile Society India, the sponsors of this university is a
registered society in Bangalore pioneering the cause of improving the career opportunities
for the automotive engineers in India. The Society consists of renowned academicians,
members from the automotive industry and various faculty members of different
Automobile Engineering institutions. It’s a professional organization looking after the
interest of the Automotive Engineers who are engaged in the Automobile field. It was
established to work towards the welfare of the automobile engineers in India.
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